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The Corrunission for Women sponsored a "brown bag" luncheon. for administrative and
professional staff women on April 11 at 11:30 in room 223 of. the University
Cente~,. Corrnnission membel"s present were Su.zahne .. Kurth, Chairperson, Cheryl Travis,
Linda ~ainter, Gloria Ray, Pat Ball, Ivfa,ry Dadisman, Cindy Straub, and Candy Rhyne.
Announcements : Women, 'were encouraged to participate in "Confronting Sexism Week,"
April 24~April 28.
The Connnission fo'r 'Women would appreciate. suggestions'.. about.program development
for adminis'trat.ive and professional staff women.,. Cormnents on program. development
o'r any i.ssues of conceTIl should be given/sent to any CFW member.
Connnission Activities: Every administ'rative and ·professional. staff woman was
sent a liistory of tne Connnission a,nd a list of its cur'rent members along .. with her
invitation 'to the lUllcheon. A ntnnber of questions were raised about the Connniss ion ' s
histo'ry, memb,ership,' role, and. . present acti'vities. If anyone would like to
be conside'red fo'r m.embership on, the Connniss.ion, please contact Suzanne Kurth (#6021,
916 McClung). The Comnission recorrnnends individuals to serve ~ The Chancellor
appoints the membe'rs, since the Connnission is a group which advises the Chancellor.
-.
In-Service Trairtinr A main point of discussion was how to increase the mnnber of
women in middle, a.n .' high. level administrative positions. Establishment of an
in- service admin.istrative training ..p·rogram fo'r women on campus was discussed. Such
a program would. be directed toward. preparing women for advancement into higher
level administrative posi.tions 0 No·rtheas.tern Univ'ersity.. has developed. a. very
successful training .program th'rough the ,School .of .Business. The development of
a "talent bank" on campus was proposed.
Commtmication: Lack of·a connnunication network is· a .. ,problem 'for ,many' adminstrative
and profess.ional'.. :women, since· they .may not have any .contact .withwomen i,n comparable
positions in oth'er units Q •. Many w'omen s,imply. do. not.... lear'nabout. job. openings, .. nor
do they mow' ...other. 'women that should be encouI'.aged.,.to .... apply. for'. open.:positions .
Note: After "the meeting it 'w'as sugges.ted.,that ea,ch, administ'rative and. professional
staff woman, be. sent a copY' of .th.e"li.st. of' adminis.t:rative. and .. p·rofessional. staff





Sala!y: If' the UTKQj?b b'ulletin ~isted sala~ry r~ges ...for adm~nist'rative.and. pro-
fessl.onal staff posltlons', ·C.tIl:-rent employees .... wQuld.have.some ... 1dea. about. the .level
of the positi.on.. ·· Since' many job'. titles . are' .. used:.,.for ,. dif·fe·rent level positions,
individuals do not.mow.whethe'r OT not an advertised position is at the same or
a higher Ol~ ·lower level than th.eir current positions. Some women at the meeting
argued that tIle Connnission should try to get the administ'ration to make salaries
of all UTK empl.oye.es available \I Kurth indi.cated the Commission would consider
this suggestion., aI.though·, the 'Faculty Senate and the MUP perhaps are more
appropriate groups to raise this question.
Job descriptions, as 'well as salary in'formation, must be obtained i.n order to
conduct a useful stud}~ of female and male administ'rative and professional staff
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salaries, since many, positions have mis.leading job. titles .. It was suggested
that UTK utilize,'. the information.obtained,.,from.."the .. Hayes. study for clarification.
of job titles' and:. job descriptions. Once that has been done, a salary study
should be conducted.
The Commission members appreciated having this "opportunity. to .,.meet .witho UTK! s
administrative .. and.:professional' staff .,women•... ·If'. you.~have any questions or
comments, p~ease contact any Commission member.
Respectfully submitted,




~eeting October 5, 1979
I
~" The initial meeting of the 1979-80 Commission for Women
took place October 5, in Room 202 of the University Center.
Members present were: Marty Black, Jarnesena M. Miller, Sandra
F. Berry, Wanda Dodson for Gail Disney, Madge Phillips, Rosann
Spiro, W. Lee Humphreys, Suzanne Kurth, H. Phillips Hamlin,
Sandra Hughes, Kathy Thelen, Monique Anderson, Gail Clay, Marilyn
Kent and Cathy Farmer.
After introductions and a general welcome to all from Chair-
person Marty Black, the committee discussed possible plans and
goals for the year. It was decided that Friday noon is the best
available meeting time and that meetings on the first Friday of
each month would be desirable. Thus, for fall quarter, our regular
meetings will be on November 2 and December 7. The Chairperson ex-
pressed an interest in beginning those meetings promptly at noon
and requested cooperation in that effort.
Various suggestions were made with respect to topics of con-
cern for this year's Commission which are summarized below by
topic:
1. Sexist language and sexual harrassment. Apparently
sexist language in classes and communications has
again become a concern for students, and incidents
of sexual harrassment of staff are also known. The
Womenfs Coordinating Council is asking Chancellor
Reese to reissue the guidelines on non-sexist language
and the Commission agreed that we should also make
that request. The Chairperson will write to that
effect and will also speak to the Administration.
It was also suggested that we should pursue other
avenues to combat these problems: '
a. Have the guidelines and an article about
the problem published in .the Beacon.
b. Talk to Personnel and ask their cooperation
in instructing new employees.
c. Set up a grievance committee to receive com-
plaints and publicize the existence of such
a resource by posters, etc.
2. Contact with women on campus. The commission felt that
it would be desirable for us to broaden our base by
meeting with women campus wide which would at the
same time provide much needed opportunities for
women on campus to meet with each other. Speci-
fically it was agreed:
a. The Commission will each quarter sponsor
an open forum (noon brown bag lunch) at the
University Center where women campus-wide
will be invited to share their concerns
with Commission members. This forum will
be held just prior to a Commission meeting
so that the Commission can discuss the
views expressed, and can decide on appropri-
ate responses. At subsequent forums, any
actions taken by the Commission will be re-
ported.
If the response is enough to justify doing
so (or when it is) we will divide the forums
into different interest groups, i. e. facul ty~,'
staff, students. From such meetings we would
like to see organizations for each group
develop.
b. In addition to the open forum meetings the
Commission will sponsor at least one get
acquainted meeting for all faculty/staff women.
Gail Clay volunteered to organize and fund such
a get together which will probably be held in
November. She and Jamie Miller will make those
arrangements.
c. The Commission will also sponsor workshops for
women on campus. For example Alice Moses vol-
unteered to offer a workshop on assertiveness
training to help women respond' to sexist behavior.
d. In conjunction with these various offerings the
Commission will publicize the various groups
for women on campus and how they relate. Marilyn
Kent agreed to furnish that information to us for
our next meeting.
e. The Commission will explore the possibilities of
opening up the Women's Center for all women on
the campus.
f. From our contacts with non- Commission members
through out the year,' we will try to identify
women to serve on University comrnmissions and
committees and will make an effort to procure
their appointments.
3. Tenure and Promotion kit. The Commission agreed that
we would produce the kit this year. Alice Moses is
chairing a subcommittee to do this. Lee Humphries and
Cheryl Travis are serving on that subcommittee.
4. Watchdogs. Commission members expressed concern that
we continue our vigil to monitor university practices
that affect women -- expecially being concerned with
the retention of women administrators.
Adjourned until November 2.
COMMISSION FOR WOMEN
Meeting November 2, 1979
The Commission for Women met November 2, 1979 in Room
202 of the University Center. Present were: Judith Stoloff,
Wanda Dodson, Madge Phillips; Mary M. Hewitt, Shirley A. Adams,
Kathy Thelen, Marvelene C. Moore, Dr. Lee Humphreys, Prof. Phil
Hamlin, Gail Clay, Alice Moses, Monique W. Anderson, Sandra K.
Hughes, Marilyn Kent, Cathy Farmer, Gail Disney, and Pam Free-
man.
Luke Ebersole and Betsey Creekmore met with the Commission
and introduced the Faculty Promotion, Tenure and Termination
data that was presented to the Commission. Ebersole and Creek-
more requested that Commission members study the data and offer
them any input on what the survey show's, w'hat significance it
has, what else needs to be done, etc. A special subcommittee
of Madge Phillips, Cheryl Travis 1 Suzanne Kurth and Marty' Black
will scrutinize the report and report to Ebersole. Comments
are solicited from all members. Ebersole and Creekmore also
reported on the status of women administrators at UTI< and par-
ticularly outlined procedures to follow if one feels that dis-
crimination is taking place.
Thom~senia Robinson reported on Affirmative Action results
so far this year. Significantly, several departments that are
underutilizing women have made progress this year.
The members were reminded of the reception on November 6
and the open forum on the 16th. A report on steps to combat
sexist language was given. Marilyn Kent and Judy Stoloff
volunteered to serve on a grievance commi ttee wi th ~1.arty Black.
Two new topics of concern were raised: TlAA/CREF dis-
crepancies and the need for management skills and supervisory
training for administrators.
The meeting adjourned until December 7.
.. :' '.: ....~.~;. ~''''l :c•.•.• ••••. ~
COMMIS5IOrJ ~ORWUMEN
Meeting December 7, 1979
The Commission for Women met Friday, December 7 at the
University Center. Present were: Gail Clay, Wanda Dodson for
Gail Disney, Marilyn Kent, Alice Moses, Judith G. Stoloff, Suzanne
B. Kurth, Tammy Clinginpeel, Lee Hu~phreys, Cathy Farmer, Edith
Szathmary, Monique W. Anderson, and Rosann Spiro.
A report .on the Open Forum held N6vernber 16 indicated that
items o~ concerns presented there were: sexist course descripti6ns
in the' catalogue, recruitment of women students for non-traditional
roles, advisors' sensitivity to non-traditional roles for women,
and the percentages of. male and female graduate assistantships.
Monique Anderson will check on the advising problem; the chairperson
will pursue the others.
A report on the TlAA/CREF issue was given by the chair, who
concluded that since the law is unsettled and the issue is already
in litigation, we p~obably Should'not litigate at this point. It
was suggested that' we ~ight discuss retirement benefits with Helen
LeCoultre at a future meeting, which the chair will arrange.
The group agreed to thank Walter Herndon for his memo of
November 20 regarding faculty and staff evaluations and to let' him
know·that we will follow-up to be sure that each department responds
to his request for a'defiriite plan for considering teachin~ inter-
disciplin~ry work, and general univer.sity service in tenure and
promotion decisions.
Suzanne Kurth reported on her meeting with Russell French's
seminar for Graduate Assistants where she discussed the use of
non-sexist language. Ways to publicize Commission events were d1S-
cussed, and it was decided that no workshops would be offered until
spring quarter., An Open Forum will be held February 29.
Regular meetings for winter quarter a~e January 4, February 1,
and March 7. Jack Reese will meet with us January 4 to respond to
last year's report.
Everyone w~s - and is again ~ encouraged to scrutinize the
Tenure and Promotion study and to report any conclusions, que.stions
·etc., to Suzanne Kurth, Cheryl Travis or Madge Phillips.
The group also decided to write to WBIR in protest against
the airing of lIThree's A Crowd" which is extremely degrading to
secretaries.
The meeting adjourned until January 4.
CO~1MISSION FOR y,10r·1.EN
Minutes
Meeting January 4, 1980
The Commission for Women met January 4 at noon in the Uni-
versity Center. Pres,ent were members: Marty Black, ~lonique
Anderson, Cathy Farmer, Marilyn Kent, Gail Clay, Gail Disney,
Mary Helen Celick, Thomasenia Robinson, Madge Phillips, Rosann
Spiro, Judith Stoloff, and Alice Moses. Vice-Chancellor Ebersole
and Associate Vice-Chancellor Creekmore met with the Commission
and fielded questions concerning last year's report. That dis-
cussion yielded little except that our continuing concerns about
child care, exit interviews, and the status of part-time employees
and our frustrations resulting from lack of 'progress in these
areas were conveyed to them. Ebersole indicated that he would
pass on our concerns and that he would check intb each matter and
report to the Chair.
Other reports were slight: WBIR responded to our December
complaint against "Three's A Crowd" that they were not satisfied
with the show and that it would not be renewed; Dr. Herndon was
contacted about his 'request for Departmental responses on methods
of evaluating university-wide service and was told that we would
check back to see if the responses have been forthcoming. Regret-
ably, the meeting ended on a sad note for the Commission when
Cathy Farmer announced that 'she is leav.ing UTK to go wi th Expo and
so will not be on the Commission any longer and ,·,hen Ju'dy Stoloff
announced a NSF appointment that is taking her to Washington begin-
ning in March. Our losses, but I'ro sure everyone wishes Cathy' and
Judith well-deserved successful careers.
The meeting adjourned until February ,1.
Marty Black
cor·,1MI SSION FOR WOMEN
Meeting
February 1, 1980
Members present for the February 1, 1980 meeting of the
Commission for Women were Edith Szathmary, Marilyn Kent, Cheryl
Travis, Gail Disney, Tammy Clingenpeel, JudithStoloff, Rosann
Spiro, Suzanne Kurth, Jamesena Miller, Madge Phillips, Kathy
Thelen, Sandy Hughes, Lucy Hamilton, H. Phillips Hamlin, and
Gail Clay. Also present were Jack Reese, Luke Ebersole, Betsey
Creekmore, Evans Roth, Walter Herndon and Ralph Norman.
The major portion of the meeting was a discussion with
Chancellor Reese about major Commission for Women concerns. Asked
about the future of the Women's Center, the Chancellor invited
recommendations and suggested that we talk with Phil Scheurer.
The Conunission determined that no action should be taken on a ne,,q
Director until the structure of the Center was reviewed. The
Chair will a~k that no permanent replacement for Marilyn Kent be
sought, and Phil Hamlin and ~1arilyn will draft alternative pro-
posals for the Center.
A discussion of the funding of Women's Athletics revealed
that that problem is still unsettled. The Commission expressed
its concern about the problem and determined that the Chair should
talk with Gloria Ray about the issue. The suggestion of merging
the Women's and Men's Athletic Departments was particularly un-
attractive to the Commission.
A discussion of the Senate proposal regarding part-time em-
ployees revealed an institutional concern that departments not
be locked into any requirement that all part-time faculty be
treated similarly, since there are several distinct types of part-
time employees, i.e., graduate teaching assistants, regular part-
timers, and those who teach only when a need arises. The primary
concern is that "regular part-timers" be treated similarly and
equitably. Gail Disney will meet with the Chancellor and the
~Senate sub-committee to discuss a resolution to be presented for
Senate approval.
In response to a Commission inquiry Chancellor Reese stated
that the assistants hired in Howard Aldmon's office, Phil Scheurer's
office and the Chancellor's office are not'being eased into per-
manent positions without a search. He assured the Commission that
if Sammie Lynn Puett's position ·is filled, a search will be con-
ducted. He was also reminded of our general concern about de-
creasing numbers of women in administrative positions.
The Chancellor concurred in the Commission's concern about
including qniversity service in evaluations, and stated that we
should let him know if we need his help in assuring compliance with
that standard.
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The Chancellor said he could promise nothing about Child
Care and suggested we look into possible arrangements. The Chair
suggested we had done all that we could and that further efforts
on our part would be futile. Seemingly the Chancellor agreed.
It was agreed that the Chair should send to the Women's
Center all information that she receives on UTK job openings. The
information will be posted there. Rosann Spiro volunteered to
be the Commission for Women representative to study the Athletic
Department's Affirmative Action Plan.
The Commission will meet jointly with the Commission for
Blacks on February 27 at 2:30.
Our Open Forum is February 29 at noon in Room 225 of the
University Center.
The meeting adjourned at 2:30.
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville
CommissiQn for Women
Commission For Women Meeting
March 7~, 1980
MINUTES
The Commission For Women met March 7 in the University Center
at noon. Present were: Marvelene Moore, Monique Anderson, Marilyn
Kent, Gail Clay, Phil Hamlin, Thomasenia Robinson, Tammy Clingenpeel,
Kay Bartosz, Gail Disney, Suzanne Kurth, Marty Black.
The Chair reminded everyone of the Assertiveness Training
workshops being offered by Alice Moses and Monique Anderson and re-
ported on various items: The Law College was found in February to be
conducting two unauthorized searches which have been halted pending
completion of the AA paperwork; Jack Reese had sent a relatively non-
commital letter responding to our meeting with him in January; the
Chair is meeting with Gloria Ray about strategy to take regarding
funding of womens~ athletics; the Chair met with Dr. Herndon's Dean's'
meeting and was encouraged by their interest in our concerns about
faculty evaluations; the EEO-6 figures were reviewed; fir~t United
Methodist Church on Kingston Pike is seeking applicants for a pre-
school day care program and interested persons are asked to contact
Marty Black.~ :the Commission For Women met with the Commission For
Blacks and discussed some common concerns.
At the Open Forum held on February 29, the major concerns ex-
pressed related to the status of UTK clerical staff. Problem areas
identified included 1) the tying of rank to a Supervisor's rank, 2)
inability to get 6% raise with a promotion that a person being hired
from outside UTK can get, 3) being held in rank by virtue of ~nge~ity
pay which makes "promotion" impossible, 4) the need for descriptive
information on exempt and non-exempt jobs available and the skills
needed for each, 5) the desirability of time-off for non-exempt (like
exempt) to take classes, 6) the need to open Personnel's classes for
exempt staff to non-exempt staff as well. A. subcommittee will be ap-
pointed to deal with these matters. It was also pointed out that not
everyone is aware of the change in policy allowing classes to be taken
during the lunch hour. The Chair will work on that.
Security on campus was also broug-rl't up at the Forum. Security
will be contacted, and it was also suggested that Personnel might
offer a basic self-defense course. Also it was suggested that we
make use of a display case in the University Center to give recogni-
tion to anyone or any organization on campus who deserves credit for
helping or being supportive of wommen. Be thinking of suggestions!!
Meetings for the rest of the year were agreed to as follows:
April 11 and May 2 to work on general business,. H.ay . 23 to meet wJ.th
Reese, Ebersole, Creekmore, Herndon and other V1ce Chancellors, and
June 6 to wrap up this year's work and set up work to be done over
summer and early fall. The Open Forum for Women will be held on
May 16. The Chair is going to ask that appointments to the Commission
For Women be made in April and May and is soliciting names to suggest.
Please let me have your suggestions!!
A lengthly discussion was had on the future of Women's Center
and concern was expressed about the appropriate way to study the
needs for and feasibility of an extended Center. The Chair had re-
quested that Marilyn Kent's replacement be charged with that study
but considering Phil Scheurer's negative attitute toward that pro-
posal the Commission suggested using Jack Reese's intern to do the
study - the Chair will work on this.
The Commission didn't get to the Exit Interview, but Monique
Anderson volunteered to head a subcommittee to consider alterations
and report at our next meeting. Please send your recommendations to
her!! Suzanne Kurth circulated the preliminary report on the Tenure
and Promotion study.
Noting that our major projects underway are: (1) Exit Inter-
views, (2) Future of Women's Center, (3) Tenure and Promotion Study,
(4) Status of Partime Employees, (5) Faculty Evaluations and (6)
Athletic Department Funding and Affirmative Actionr the meeting
adjourned until April 11.
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Commission for Women
~1inutes
Commission For Women Meeting
April 11, 1980
The Commission For Women met April 11, 1980. Present were
members, Monique W. Anderson, Kay Bartosz, Kathy Thelen, Sandy
Hughes, Gail Clay, Marilyn Kent, Alice r·1oses, Gail Disney, ~1ary
Hewitt for Judy Stoloff and Marty Black.
The.Chair reported that TlAA-CREF has gone to a merged-gender
mortality table and that the Chancellor's newsletter had issued a
reminder about the removal of the restriction against taking
classes during an employee's lunch hour. Monique Anderson is serving
as the CFW representative on the Pan-Hellenic Advisor search and
reported that she met with the candidates for that office. Alice
Moses reported that there were fifteen responses to the Assertiveness
Training Workshop questionnaires.
Edith- Szathmary i's chairing a committee to look into the needs
of supporting staff as discussed at our Open Forum. Serving with
her are Kathy Thelen, Sandy Hughes, Sandra Berry, and Susan West~
Gail Disney presented a rough draft for a proposal on part-time
professional positions. All are asked to submit comments on the
proposal to her as· soon as possible. At our meeting on May 2 ~,.,e
will finalize recommendations on supporting staff and part-time
professionals.
The Chair reported that the Salary Study and the Affirmative
Action Report are still in progress and should be available by
the nex·t meeting. It was agreed to move our meeting scheduled for
June 6 back to June 5 at noon so as to accommodate the Chancellor.
Gail Clay generously offered to provide a light lunch for that
meeting.
Monique Anderson then reported that she and Rosann Spiro had
reached the following conclusions on Exit Interviews: 1) Personal
exit interviews should be required before any faculty or adminis-
trative person leaves UTK. 2) A committee of 10-12 people should
be appointed to conduct the interviews. 3) The C~l and committees
for Blacks should consult '~lith the com.mittee to sensitize it to
relevant considerations. 4) As to specific questions to ask, it
would be recommended that the Interviewing Committee should be the
group to finally determine them. These recommendations met with
approval. The Chair will discuss them with the Administration.
Minutes
Commission For Women Meeting
April 11, 1980
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The Chair then reported on her meeting with Jack Reese on March
25. In reporting to him the various concerns women had expressed
about the Women's Center and the various possibilities that we
had hoped could be studied, he became very angry and refused to
listen, saying among other things "This is not communication." The
Commission discussed at length the effect of this unwillingness to
even hear any suggestions with which he doesn't agree. The Chair
is quite concerned that we have all wasted a lot of efforts this
year, has responded to Jack (see enclosed) and is awaiting a response
from him so that we can ascertain what we should do next. His
response will be circulated when received. He did agree to look for
more adequate office space for Women's Studies,to find some office
space for the Commission, and to support a more expanded programming
role for the Women's Center as presently constituted. Monique
...An:derson is serving as a CFW representative on the Search Committee
seeking Mar~lyn Kent's replacement.
The meeting adjourned until May 2.




The Commission for Women met on April 22 at 12:00 noon in the
University Center in room 202. Members present were: Jane Redmond,
Marty Black, Gail Disney, Jackie McInnis, Monique Anderson, Cheryl Travis,
Gail Clay, Thomasenia Robinson, Suzanne Kurth, Priscilla White, Edith
Szathmary, Jamesena Miller, Susan Becker, Kathy Thelen, Claudine Clevenger,
Susan Hadley, Jack Reese and Luke Ebersole. Members absent were: Madge
Phillips, Phil Hamlin, Lee Humphreys, Marvelene Moore, and Rosann Spiro.
Marty Black chaired the meeting today because the Chair had to be out
of town. She stated that today's meeting was intended to summarize the
progress that had been made on the items that the Commission had been
involved with during the 1980-81 year.
Gail Disney summarized the work that had been done on the issues
related to part-time faculty. She said that there was a,50% return
response from the questionnaires that were sent to part-time faculty
members. A summary of the responses has been distributed. The main
concerns were fringe benefits, including retirement benefits, and tenure.
Dr. Norman still has not conducted the follow-up interviews. He
informed Gail that they will begin in the near future.
Gail also reported that the part-time faculty will be included in
the Faculty Handbook. In addition, she thanked the Chancellor for initiating
the effort which resulted in the part-time faculty being placed on the
mailing list to receive publications. The Chancellor also facilitated
the inclusion of the part-time faculty in the faculty directory. Gail
asked the Chancellor about the possibility of the part-t~me faculty
receiving longevity pay. The Chancellor said it might be possible. One
problem is that UT employees are in the same category as other state
employees. Problems arise when it appears that University Personnel
receive benefits that other state employees do not get.
Retirement can be a problem for part-time faculty. If a person
was part-time before 1978 and then goes 100%, the person loses retirement
benefits.
Gail said- a new issue regarding part-time faculty which needs to be
addressed is salary inequities between part-time women faculty and full-
time women faculty and between part-time men faculty and full-time men
faculty.
Marty said that work needs to be continued on the issues of part-time
faculty until the issues are resolvedo
Kathy Thelen gave a report on exit interviews. She stated that the six










leaving the University. These were 1) found employment elsewhere (related
to salary situation) 2) leaving Knoxville area and 3) returning to school
on a full-time basis or leaving because of family reasons.
Discrimination was not a reason for leaving the Univers1tyo
Luke Ebersole stated that at some point in the future, faculty records
will be combined with Personnel files. However, the plan is still in the
formulat1ve stages.
Susan Becker gave a report on Women's Studiesw She said that the
Women's Studies program is healthy and thriving and the introductory course
is overflowing.
The lack of adequate space ~s still a problem. Paper work seems Ato
be part of the problem. No keys have been made because the key shop never
received the appropriate papers. ConsequentlYt the library materials remain
inaccessible. Susan does not know if the office needs to be painted. Also •
a phone is desperately needed.
Michelle Long reported for the Chair on System-wide Affirmative Action.
She told the Commission that UTK Affirmative Guidelines apply only to this
campus, and do not apply to the Systems level.
Michelle Long reported for the Chair on the Open Forum sponsored
by the CFW. Approximately twenty-five to thirty people were in attendance.
Concern was expressed by secretaries about the lack of merit increases.
Also, support was shown for flex-time posit1onso
Suzanne Kurth reported on the Women of Achievement Recognition Night.
She said that the event received a positive response. It drew attention
to various women on campus. The CFW recommended that the event be held
every three years.
A report on campus lighting was given by Gail Clay. She stated that the
decision had been made to add no more lighting, but to provide additional
protection for individuals walking at night. She said that very limited
funds are available from the Physical Plant. Student officers will be
placed in problem areas on campus. Gail said that Security is now aware
that a problem exists. When funds become available in the future, maybe
campus lighting can be increasedo The lighting on the Garage Plaza will
be changed to 75 watts to increase the safety of individuals.
Michelle Long reported for the Chair on TIAA/CREF Tax Shelter Annuities,
She told the Corrmission that the difference in allowable contributions
for men and women lies in IRS requirements~ The IRS uses sex based actuarial
tables.
Priscilla White gave a report on child care. She stated that the
Administration has been supportive of the proposal to convert the nursery
to day care. She said that there is a possibility of a facility being
built for child care during Expo. However, the funding is unclear. The
plan would be for UT to donate land for the facility provided that the land
would be deeded back to ur after Expo,
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The Chancellor said that it ~ould be worth waiting a year to see if
the plans for the child care facility for Expo are carried out. If not,
then Priscilla's proposal of a conversion from nursery to day care would
be carried out.
Marty Black reported on salary adjustments. She noted two things which
came up at the Open Meeting: 1) The salaries of support staff are very
low. It is hard for them to see another group favored in salaries. Any
salary adjustment which 1s made 1s felt more by the support staff. A
tremendous need for improvement exists in this area. 2) Frustration 1s
apparent in the support staff because they cannot be identified as a group.
The support staff is 1n need of an advocate.
Marty said that she felt as if the CFW should serve as an advocate for
this group. The Chancellor responded that the Employee Relations Council
should be the representative for this group. He said a lot of changes
have taken place since the Employee Relations Council has been 1n existence
and that this group has been effective.
Marty said that something needs to be done because the support staff
does not feel that it is being represented. The suggestion was made that
the Council needs to have more publicity (ex. Staff Stuff) and more needs
to be said about the Council·s activities.
"( Marty Black reported for the Chair on sanitation protection d'spensaries. \She told the Commission that the Chair had been in contact with John Parker t
"and he had been most cooperative and supportive of the Commissionls suggestions~
Marty Black thanked Chancellor Reese and Luke Ebersole for the cooperation
between administrative units and the Commission.
Marty ended the meeting by saying that the Women of Achievement Night
had started the year well and that the CFW was recommending that the event
be held every three years with an inside speaker. To be chosen as the
speaker would be an honor in itself.










The Commission For Women met May 2, 1980 at 'the University
Center. Present were: Jamesena Miller, Rosan.n Spiro, Thomasenia
Robinson, Edith Szathmary, Judith stoloff, Monique Anderson, Gail
w. Disney, Marvelane C. Moore, Madge Phillips, Michael Reis, Tammy
Etheridge, Kathy T·helen,· Kay. Bartosz, and Marty Black.
The Chair reported that she had made recommendations to Vice-
Chancellor Ebersole for the 1980-81 CFW and'had written to Vice-
Chancellor Herndon regarding our recommendations on Exit Interviews.
Everyone was reminded of the Open Forum on May 16 and was asked to
look over the Strategic Plan for Affirmative Action and to relay
any suggestions to the C~~ir.
Edi th S~athmary then reported that her sub-committee of K.athy
Thelen, Sandy Hughes, Sandra Berry, and Susan West had met three
times working on the concerns of Supporting Staff as expressed in
our last Forum. They had met with Ed Bennett and Mary Dadisman.
The sub-committee reported that: 1) Information on all job:.
vacancies is available by calling Personnel and that fact has been
publicized; 2) The need to open Personnel's classes for exempt to
non-exempt wa.s agreed upon and that policy has been' changed; 3) A
seminar in self ..·defense will be offered. The sub-committee also
presented the statement in Appendix A for consideration. These
statements and proposals will be finally agreed upon after any
further discussion on May 23. The sub-committee did an exception-
,ally fine job addressing these concerns and is to be commended'for
·its efforts.
Gail Disney then presented the statement in Appendix B on
part-time faculty for the ,Commission to study. These recommendations
will also be finalized at the May ~3 meeting. Gail too is to be
commended for a significant' contribution to the Commission efforts.
The Chair then reported on her conclusion that the CFW needs
to be somewhat redefined so as to shift the burden of Affirmative
Action from the Commission to the Administration. A discussion
'ensued, and all seemed to agree that,the appropriate role expected
,f~om CFW should be that of advising only, leaving the drafting and
implementing of proposals to administrators. The Chair had already
discussed this with the Chancellor who will discuss it with the
Commission at the June 5 meeting'.
. .
The meeting 'adjourned. until May 23 at noor.•
---------------,
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On February 29, the Cormnission for \~olnen sponsored an Open Forurn
for women on calnpus. I\t the Open FOrUI11, several concerns \vere expressed
concerning non-exempt staff pay. Specifically, these dealt with the
frustration staff nlcilibers feel about the lack of oppor'tun; Ly to profjress
within their ray range.
In attenlpting to fl1a;ntain hiring salaries that are cotnpetitive "/itt,.in
the area labor market, pay ranges are increased annually. This has
caused a situation where it is very difficult for an enlplo.yee receiving
the average annual increase to move beyond the nl;nimum sala'ry for his/her
pay range .
. Another concern expressed dealt with the hiring rate available to
exceptional external appl icants, ; .e., 6~~ above the mininlul~l. This;s not
available to interna~ transfer applicants under current policy.
In res ponse ,to these concerns, the COllnn; 55; on for Homen is propos; ng
the following:
1. A·s attrition occurs, a departnlent with fl vacancy shou'ld be
encouraged to exall1ine staffing level, ",orkload, and other
factors to deternline the possibility of cOlnbining and/or
redesigning jobs so that the vacant position would not need
to he filled. If this ;s possible, the salar.y nloney saved
should be distributed to staff vJithin the departnlent \vho
are assuming additional workload. The vacant pos'ition \~JolJld
then be abolished. This should provide the ;.ncentive necessary
to increase productivity.
2. Personnel policy should be chanued to allow an exceptional
interna·' applicant the same opportunity an external applicant
has to receive an increase b.eyond the n'linimunl of the vacant
positionls pay range. Additionally, the 6% allowance should
be changed 'to a.llow a hi r; ng ra te of any anlount between the
mininlum and the midpoint of the new range.
Pay, of course, ;s the source of many cQnc~rns and questions. The
intent of these proposal s"fs to recon1l11cnd changes 'in the current systenl







One issue raised at the Open FOY'~m concerned the tying of a secretary's
rank to a supervisor's rank. Job classification ;s determined by duties per-
formed in the job rather than the rank of one's supervi·sor. To illustrate this,
the Personnel Department prepared an analysis of the rank of secretaries for the
Chancellor, Vice Chancellor, Dean, Director, and Department Head titles. This
analysis shows that a wide variety of secretarial titles are used for each of
these supervisor titles.
The variety occurs primarily in the Dean, Director, ilnd Department Head
classifications..For example, in the Dean class.ification there are fo,ur
secretarial titles used, in the Director classification there are seven
secretarial titles used, and in the Department. Head classi'fication there are
five secretarial· titles used. This analysis supports what has been stated
by the Personnel Office in the past. That is, that the rank of the supervisor




University of Tenness,ee, Knoxville
Rec'ommended Policies Regarding Regular Part-Time Faculty
April 11, 1980
INTRODUCTION
Policies regarding part~time faculty vary greatly within the University.
Departments need to examine their policies in an effort to standardize policies
regarding part-time faculty. The Faculty Senate has recently approved a
resolution from the Senate Faculty Affairs Committee which is directed toward
improving thes·tatus of part-time employees.
The purpose of the ,Federal Employees Part-Time Career Employment Act
which became public law on October 10, 1978, is to encourage availability of
part-time employment for those who desire it. It distinguishes permanent
from non-career or temporary employees. These permanent employees are termed
by the University as "regular part-time" employees. The major objective of
the follovling recommendations is to improve the status of regular part-time'
fac~lty who are on a career ladder, plan to remain active in their profession,
and Wil0 have a commitment to the University. Faculty members who hold joint
positions between departments and other agencies or departments are generally
granted full faculty privileges; therefore, it is inconsistent to withhold
privileges to regular part-time faculty who have the same or a greater commitlllent
to the department.
POLICIES FOR REGULAR (PERMANENT) PART-TIME FACULTY
1. The following procedures should be the same for regular part-time and ful1-
time faculty. Credentials should be evaluated with consideration of accom-
plishments based on p.ercentage of past employment.
a. Interviewing and hiring procedures
b. Application for tenure (UTK has 4 faculty with tenure who are classified
as either temporary or part-time)
c. Application for· promotion
d. Application 'to direct doctoral research and teach 6qOO-level courses
2. The following should be adhered to, both ~qualitatively
on ,a basis equivalent to the percentage of employment:
a. Secretarial and other typ,es of faculty assistance
b. Office space
c. Fringe benefits, i.e. insurance, ret~rement·
d•. Teaching" load
e. Research load a~~ expectations for publications
and quantitatively,
\
3. Regular part-time faculty should be allowed the following:
.. .
a. Voting privileges at least conunensurate with the percentage employment
b. To teach upper division and graduate .courses
'c. Eligibility for research funds
d. To serve on graduate commit~ees and direct graduate research, both
master's level and doctoral (with approval as addressed earlier)'
CONCLUSION
, According to the UTK EEO-6 Report for Fall 1979, 15% of the faculty are
~mployed on a part-time basis. Part-time faculty consist of 40% female and
60% male. If the current trend toward scarce University res~urces cont~nues,
it is conceivable that the rate of· part-time employment may increase. The
above policies would help to assure continu'ed quality of programs and also






On page 170f the Faculty 'Handbook, there are listed six classification
s
of facul ty appo; ntment. There purport to be both regul ar and temporary
designations for both full and part time faculty. It would appear ther
efore
that the institution does recognize the existence of a seri'ouscommitme
nt to
the academic li.fe on the part of one who holds a regular but part-time
apPCl;.1i·nlent. In reality there is no sucn status. The fact of the matter is
that all other important distin·ctions concerning the employment and rete
ntion
of, faculty are keyed to and,depend upon the full-time appointment. It
is '
clearly in the in'terest of this University to bring categories 2 and 4
(p. 17)
to life and to give them some meaning. There are·residing in this area
numerous
individuals with 'both theq~alifications for and a serious commitment to
the
academic' endeavor. Recruitment of people to this campus and some measu
re of
budgetary flexib.ility may as well be achieved'by s.erious definition and
utilization of these categories. .
The Federal Government has recently taken such an "insti tutional II ste
p
with the passage of the Federal Employees Part-Time Career Employment A
ct of
1978. The essence of the legis'lation lies in recognition of regular pa
rt-time
status as a legitimate career basis within the government service. Gov
ernment
managers are encouraged to assess both their own departmental needs and
the
desires of otherwise qualified individuals and to accommodate these b
y usi·ng.
part-time regular positions. There are both similarities and difference
s
between the situations in government service and the university, but th
is
legislation at least indicates that the university should i'n good faith
seek
to implement the ; dea. .
The Con~iss;on for Women recommends that the institution recognize and
make into a reality categories 2 and 4 of faculty appointment. There w
ill be
different situations among colleges, and departments, but a number of ess
ential
matters are common to such an enterprise. The essence of the status is
a two...
way commi tnlent. The pro~pecti ve fa.cul ty member offers and is judged by
the
normal criteria for appointment. If because of personal, or other profe
ssional
conmitnlents, the individual' canna.t. do justice to the full load then an
, appropri ate perce·ntage of such load shoul d be agreed upon. Compens~ti
on and
time periods for probation (promotion) should be arranged accordingly a
nd
reviewed as necessary. At present, part-time compensation is based alm
ost
solely on classroom.exposure. It is contemplated here that there will
be
significant research and institutional service commitments as part of th
e
package and they must be given consideration. To the extent that Unive
rsity
budgeting procedures presently frustrate suc~ arrangements, they should
be
altered by the· administration. Other important aspects of the faculty
relationship which will ,be affected by truly regular part-time status in
clude
access to teachin9 at the g.raduate level and the vote within faculties.
Facility support (office secretarial, etc;.) and fringe benefits must be
reasonably adj~stedvRev;ew of the faculty handbook will i.ndi cate the
ar.~as
for study. Eligibility' for fa.culty development and s'imilar support f
rom
University or individual college funds should not be deni.ed such regula
r faculty
simply because they ~ack~ full-time status.
Although this is a situation which seriously limits the ability of wo~en
to undertake academic careers, there are-undoubtedly men who for person
al or
pUblic service reasons may take advantage of true regular part-time stat
us if
it were available. There should be such flexibility within the entire
institution.
III
SPECIFIC AREAS WHICH SHOULD BE EXAMINED IN THE FACULTY
HANDBOOK TO IMPROVE THE STATUS OF REGULAR PART-TIME FACULTY
Review of the 1978 faculty handbook indicates a number of areas in which
appl i cati on of regul ar part-ti me status mu's t be worked out in detai 1. .
A1though a tl pe rcent3ge of effort/percen tage of benef; .t" pri nci pl e wi 11 ; n some
caSes· be he 1pful, ; t need not be fo 11 owed in doc tri nai re fashi on. The 1; s t
which follows is meant to be comprehensi.ve, but ;s not exhaustive.
Many items OCCI.~{ ~'.'~ Chapter 3 which relate' t~ r.'~. ,t-time faculty status.
Page 15 d~'" , the ideal appointment proc·ess. 'what is needed here is to
utilize this ~~rne process for any appointment to regular faculty status be it
part or full time'. In theory this might also extend to appointment of temporary
faculty, but the practice at present is markedly different. The faculty Senate
resolution of February, 1980 seems to have covered this situation adequately.
On page 17 the distinction between regular and tempor~ry faculty status
needs to be properly defined. The idea that both part-time and temporary
appointments are made to meet only short-range needs should be modified to
eliminate the idea that part-time status i.s by definition not to be considere,d
among the serious a.cademic faculty appointments.
Pages 18 and 19 con~ider the nature of probation' and tenure. The six
criteria for the award of tenure on page 19' can be applied to part-t;m~ as well
as full-time regular faculty withi.n appropriate time frames. This is.an area
which will have to be fully thought through. Both qualitative and quantitative
approaches are used in judging various candidacies. A proportional stretching.
out of ti me- fralnes seems more appropri ate. fo'r quanti t'a ti ve rna tters . Reasonab1e
denlonstrations and evaluations of'quality might not require full extensions.
These are matters for further thoughtful study and discussion.
Chapters 5 and 6 contain a number of benefit i terns which willrequ; re
attenti on. There appear no reasons why fa.cul ty dev'elopment grants shaul d be
absolutely denied regular part-time faculty. Again the eligibility should be
.keyed to regular rather than temporary status. The same applies to faculty on
academic year a.ppointment with regard to sick leave, vacations and holidays.
In the area of fringe benefits there 'are a number of discrete problems. The
TIAA type retirement system is keyed to a percentage of salary and sh9U1d be no
problem. The basic group in.5urance (health) plan seems keyed to work.ing 75% or
30 hours a week. l.t may be that this line would preclude participation by
regular faculty members who carried less of a load. A similar situation may
exist in the group disability program. Social" Security eligibility has its own
rules. Fee waivers are presently limited to full time faculty •. It may be that
the University would wish to extend that benefit to all regular members.
Chapter 7 describes the research mission of the University. It .is es~ential
that regular part-time faculty members both be··required to engage in this missio.n
and be compensated and supported in their efforts. The Un~vers;ty budgeting
process shaul d 'operate flexi.bly so as to be di vi ded into other t~a.n ~ull-time
person ·units for this pu·rpose. This area represents both an obllgatlon and an
opportunity for"part-time faculty ~ho desire realisti.c regular status.
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The University of Teranessee; Knoxville
Commission for Women
Minutes
"Commission for Women Meeting
May 23 I '1980 at noon
The Commission f'or t"1omen met May 23, 1980 at the University
Center. Present were: ,Madge Phillips, Ai,ice Moses, Marvalene Moore"
Kathy The'len, Gail Disney, Gail Clay" Mari,lyn' Ken't', Thornasenia ,Robin-
son, and Edith Szathmary.
At the open forum 'hel,d May 16 familiar' concerns, were expressed:'
,I) $upporting 'staff salaries are too low; 2) support for re-entry
women n,eeds to be continue,d' and child care is needed i 3) ,women on
campus would be~efit from a meeting place and means, of communication; :
'4) some administrator,s ,in some areas, of student affairs continue
to cr.eate an ati:riosPhe~e in which it is difficult for women to work.
The recommendations on Supporting Staf,faIld Part-time Employees
tha't were circulated last month were, adopted without dissent and
will be presented to the Administration'. There were no comments or
additions to the Affirmative Action Plan or the Strategic Plan for
Affir~ative Action.
The meeting concluded with a discussion of final recommendations
for the year,' which are included as Appendix A.
The meeti,ng adjourned 'until 'June 5.
"
The Unive.rsity ,of Tennessee, Knoxville'
Commissio~ for Women'
The 1979-80 Comm,ission f'or Women recommellds:
1. 'The opportunity f'or r~gular professional' part-time employment,
'with UTK be 'recognized, 'and made ava,iIable ~or UTK emplyees •
. 2. 'The opportunity to ehoos~ a work schedule othe~ than 'the
traditional 8 a.m. to 5 p.m~ work day be recognized and made
available to UTK employee's.
3. Recognizing th~ benefits to accure ,fro~ mutual support among
all gro~ps of women on campus, the Women's' Center or 'a similar
center should make available opportunities for all women on
camp~s to meet and share interests and concerns.
4. ~he 'assigning of University service must 'be done with
!~cognition that such servibe has a disprop~rtional impact
on women, anq. the Administration should see that approp~iate
Departmental or ,Unit recognition and 'creqit is given for
such service.
5. Affirmative Action Report should be available· for review no
later than the beginning of 'Spring Quarter 0-£ each year and
preferably at the beginning of Winter Quarter to allow a
me~ningful opportunity .for all concerned to review the data
and makerecommendat'ions.
6. The Te,nure and Pr,omot'ion study shoul~ present '~ts data as
, nearly as possible ,in a manner similar to the Annual s~lary
survey.
7. An annual review of tenure and'pro~otion data should be made
to id~nt~fy any indi~idual ·whose. years in rank vary
signif icantly' :fromthe norm.
8. Recognizing that o£ten an individual employee 'or eVen a
group of employees cannot afford to raise certain concerns
, ,
,with'superiors, the Administration should take the
re~pons'ibil'ity to not~fy any supervisor from whose. area or
unit thE;re. are per·sistent a~leg~t,ions ,of sexual discrimin~tion.
'9. ~he needs of ~e~entry w9men should. cOntinue to be'~upported,
especially with -advising, support :groups and ~!lherever
possible, child c~i~.
10. ~he. funding of Women 's Athl'etic's must be equalized with- the
support provided for Men" s Athletics_.
11. The salaries a~d work conditions of supporting staff need to
'be c6ntinually scruti~ized in an eff6rt, at least to alleviate
.and~ if possible, to· eliminate the effects of histroical
discrimin~tion against that group. Specifically, ·the
AdministratiO'n should· continue its efforts to' incr~ase
. salaries, (as it did so well 't~is y~ar). To assist in
improving t'he sala'ries supporting staff the Commission .mak~s
.three specif io recomnu9ndati,ons:
a. As attrifion occurs, a. department with a v~cancy should
be encouraged to .ex~mine, staffing level ,workload, .and
other factors to ,determine the possibility of combining
and/or' redesigning jobs ~o that the. v~c~nt ~osit~on
would not need to be filled. If this is possible,' the
salary money saved should be distribute~ ~o staff wit~­
',in the ,department \-.Tho are·, assuming addi:t.ional workload.
The vacant position would then be ~bolished. This should
provide the incentive necessary to increase produc~ivity.
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,b. Personnel: policy should~be chan~ed to allow an'
exceptional intern'a'! applicant ,the.' same' oppor-
t~nity an ,external'applicant has to receive an
increase' beyond the -minimum of t·h~ vacant position r s
~pay range. Ad~itionaly, the 6% allowance: should
. be changed to allow a hirin'g rate of any amoun't
b.etween the minimum and the midpoint of 't~,e new
range .
. c. Rec6gnizi~g·that'thepresent percentag~'raise
'allotment for sup,porting staff is not 'adequate to
rectify' 'salary prob,lems that have' result,ed from
historical-discriminati~n'againstthat group, som~
source of fundin.g s,hould be made. available for' '
.merit' increa'ses' 'for those' ,employees.
,12. Exit'Ipterviews should be conducted in person either by
Personnel or 9- '. conunitte'e a;pp:oin'ted for that purpose • The
responses from Exit Interviews, should be reiayed to' the
Vice ChancellQr for Planning an~'Administration, the
'Affirmative Action c~ordinator, the Conunission' ,for· Women,'
COmIiliss,ion for Black,s ,and t,he appropriate department ,or unit.
1'3. ,The deadl,ines for'deci'sions on faculty pr'omotion and tenure
must be. hono.red so that ,a meaningful opportunity for review
'of those 'decisions will be available for all ,persons wishing
to take advantage of that opportunity~
14. As.reports ,of the use of sexist language and 'reports of sexual
harassment of', students and employees cortt.inue, ·the Administration
should take positive st~ps to eliminate e~ch.
:15. The appointmen~ of the-Chairperson of the Commission for Women
should be made by the end of, the Winter quarter preceeding
th.e 'year 'of service. The Commission f,or Women members should"
be ,appointed during the Spri~g quarter.
"-3-
l~. Recognizing that, many' problems continue to confront women,
the Commi'ssion for Worn,en would like .f\dmini~tration suppor't
. to sponsor during the 1.980-81 ye.ar ~ rna'jar symposium





The University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Commission for Women
Minutes
Commission for Women Meeting
June 5, 1980
The Commission, for Women met for "a luncheon rnee'ting on June '5,
1980 at noon at the University Center. Members presept' were: ,Ma'dge
Phillips ~ A'lice Moses, Gail Clay, Marilyn Kent" Monique Anderson,
Suzanne Kurth, ,Kay Bartosz, Jamesena Miller, Rosann Spiro, Thomasenia
Robinson, and Ma~ty Black. Chancellor Reese, Vice Chancellor Ebersole
and Associate Vice Chancellor Creekmore were also 'present to discuss
commission concerns.' '
After lunch Chancellor Reese announced his support for'the
Commission reco~ndations on Part-Time Employees, Flexti~e, and
Supporting St~ff and that he has forwarded each to the appropriate
person. Discussions, en'suedabout the sala~y study, the general con-
cern over loss of women at UTK, and the Commission's desire 'to' hold'
a symposium on women's achievements next year~ 'The meeting ended'
with the Chancellor I 5 'statement that he valued the Commission's
advic'e and that h,e was' committed to the ,group as an advisory bo'dy. '
He 'noted that administrators should be doing administrative tasks
and that groups such as the Commission for Women should not' be
delegated'responsibility for drafting and ,implementation of proposals.
The Chancellor thanked the Commissipn for all the efforts this ,year
and indicat,ed, 'a desire on his pa;rt t'o re~urn after a sununer break
witl?- ~ fresh 'outlook on the campus.
The meetin,g adjourned":',at 2 :15. ' There 'will be no'more meetings
un'til Sept,ember.
Correction: Under Members Present:
Add Marvelene Moore
T~e regular monthly meeting of the Commission for Women was held dQ October
2,\ 1980 at 12:00 noon in Room 218 of the University Center. Members~"-fffe's·ent
~ere: Chairperson, Madge Phillips, Monique Anderson, Susan Becker, Lee
H,umphreys, Jane Redmond, Suzanne Kurth, Jacque1i ne Me Inni s, and Prisci 11 a
White. Members absent were: Martha Black, Claudine Clevenger, Edith
~zathJllqry.,
The meeti,ng began with a welcome and an introduction of the new graduate
assistant for the Commission, Michelle Long.
Old Business
Mary Dadisman from the Personnel Office gave a report on Exit Interviews.
She informed the Commission that an internal reorganization had occurred
in the Personnel Office. The procedure for non-academic personnel is to
fill out a questionnaire upon leaving the University.
A new process has been instigated in which a person now has the chance to
h~ye an exit interview if it is desired. If he/she wishes, an accusation
report Cqn be sent to the Dean and carbon copied to the Vice Chancellor.
Usu~11y, a response is received from the letter which is sent to the Dean.
If the Personnel Office receives a high frequency of complaints, Mary Dadisman
goes to Ed Bennett, who in turn goes to the Vice Chancellor.
Mary Dadisman informed the Commission that according to Luke Ebersole,
two avenues are available for faculty personnel regarding problems in
employment. 1) The person (faculty) can go to the Vice Chancellor of
Academic Aff4trs if a specific instance has occurred, and 2) The person
can 90 directly, to the Affirmative Action Office. This office will then
refer the matter to the appropriate Vice Chancellor and then to the Chancellor.
Jane Redmond, the new Program Advisor for the Women1s Center, reported on
their activities. The Center is alive and well and the services of the Center
are being used frequently. She reminded the Commission of the upcoming
activities: Rape Awareness Week, October 6 - 10; Open House, October 22;
and Self and Survival Workshops. WCC (Wamen1s Coordinating Countil) will
also be helping with. hostessing the Women of Achievement Recognition Night.
A major goal of the wee will be the recruitment of new members.
Susan Becker gave a report on Women Studies. A major problem for Women
Studies has been lack of space. Hardy Liston sent a memo to Susan Becker
saying that space is available for Women Studies as of October. Women
Studies is to share space in Alumni Hall with the Commission for Women
and the Commission for Blacks. No particulars have been worked out to date.
Susan reminded the Commission of the Japanese and French film series. The














The regular monthly meeting of the Commission for Women was held d,n October'
2~' 1980 at 12:00 noon ;n Room 218 of the University Center. Member·'s··-'''··tfr·e'S'E'~nt
were: Chairperson, M~dge Phillips, Monique Anderson, Susan Becker, Lee
Humphreys, ~ane Redmond, Suzanne Kurth, Jacqueline McInnis, and Priscilla
White. Members absent were: Martha Black, Claudine Clevenger, Edith
Sz~thrn~ry.
Tne, meeti,ng began wi th a wel come and an introducti on of the new graduate
assistant for the Commission, Michelle Long.
Old Business
Mary Dadisman from the Personnel Office gave a report on Exit Interviews.
She informed the Commission that an internal reorganization had occurred
i~ the Personnel Office. The procedure for non-academic personnel is to
fill out a questionnaire upon leaving the University.
A new process has been instigated in which a person now has the chance to
h~ye an exit interview if it is desired. If he/she wishes, an accusation
report c~n be sent to the Dean and carbon copied to the Vice Chancellor.
Usu~11y, a response is received from the letter which is sent to the Dean.
If the Personnel Offi'ce receives a high frequency of complaints, Mary Dadisman
goes to Ed Bennett, who in turn goes to the Vice Chancellor.
Mary Dadisman informed the Commission that according to Luke Ebersole,
two avenues are available for faculty personnel regarding problems in
employment. 1) The person (faculty) can go to the Vice Chancellor of
Academic Affatrs if a specific instance has occurred, and 2) The person
can 9Q directly, to the Affirmative Action Office. This office will then
refer the matter to the appropriate Vice Chancellor and then to the Chancellor.
Jane Redmond, the new Program Advisor for the Women's Center, reported on
their activities. The Center is alive and well and the services of the Center
are being used frequently. She reminded the Commission of the upcoming
activities: Rape Awareness Week, October 6 - 10; Open House, October 22;
and Self and Survival Workshops. WCC (Women's Coordinating Countil) will
also be helping with hostessing the Women of Achievement Recognition Night.
A mqjor goal of the wee will be the recruitment of new members.
Susan Becker gave a report on Women Studies. A major problem for Women
Studies has been lack of space. Hardy Liston sent a memo to Susan Becker
saying that space is available for Women Studies as of October. Women
Studies is to share space in Alumni Hall with the Commission for Women
and the Commission for Blacks. No particulars have been worked out to date.
Susan reminded the Commission of the Japanese and French film series. The
films are women oriented and some have women directors.
Women's Research Colloquia will continue again this year. The schedule
listing speaker, topic, and date will be distributed. The colloquia will
probably be held in the Women's Center Conference Room.
Gail Disney reported on part-time faculty. She verbalized the concern over
the treatment of part-time faculty. An attempt is being made to improve
the status of these individuals. Chancellor Reese has suggested interviewing
the part-time faculty. Ester Johnson will be helping Gail pursue this
matter and Madge Phillips will discuss this topic with Luke Ebersole.
The Faculty Senate and Faculty Affairs Committee will be considering the
policy for part-time faculty. There was a concern expressed that the
Commission for Women should continue to work cooperatively with the Faculty
Affairs Committee on this issue.
Report from the Chair
The Commission decided to invite the Chancellor and all Vice Chancellors
to their next meeting (November 6) to discuss the 1979-80 Fi:nal Report.
The Commission was in agreement that all members should actively participate
in the discussion of the 1979-80 Report. (Luke Ebersole just called to
say that the Chancellor will respond to the 1979-80 Report and will meet
with us at our December 4 meeting.)
The Chairperson reported that she will meet with Luke Ebersole regarding
lighting on campus, exit interviews, and individuals registering complaints
related to Affirmative Action.
She informed the Commission that she had met with the Faculty Senate Executive
Committee and expressed the concerns of the Commission. She encouraged the
faculty members to attend the Faculty Senate meeting Monday, October 6
regarding the Stra~egic Action Plan.
T~e Chairperson reported that Mary Richards and Bethany Dumas had spoken
to the G.T.A',s on non-sexist language.
Since the last meeting the Chair received calls inquiring about the Systems
level position opening, Director of Personnel. UTK Affirmative Action
guidelines are for this campus and do not apply to the UT Systems Office.
The opening was listed with all UT Campus Personnel Offices and there was
a search process but not a Search Committee. The Chair will discuss
this matter with Luke Ebersole and express serious concern about filling
a high level administrative position without an open search.
New Business
The Commission decided to continue the Forums for the 1980-81 academic year.
Ways to increase attendance were discussed. Suggestions included personally
inviting new women faculty, and announcing in Staff Stuff, Chancellor's
Newsletter and the Beacon. The first Forum will be on November 19, 1980
at 12:00 noon in the University Center in rooms 221-222.
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The Commission members were reminded that they are free to contact the Chai~
about any concerns.
Women of Achievement
Nomination forms for the UTK Women of Achievement Recognition Night were
distributed. The date of this event if Monday, November 24.
Gail Clay reported that the arrangements for this special event are complete.
The Chair reported that the first-choice speaker, Dr. Frances Farenthold,
had accepted our invitation.
The Chair reported for Susan Becker of the Awards/Selection Committee. The
nomination forms have been complete and the deadline, October 24, has been
set for receiving nominations. There are 14 award categories.
Those who will present the awards have been chosen. The UTK Alumni Office
will do a Knox' County Alumni mailing for the Commission. The list of campus
organizations is still being compiled.
Cheryl Travis reported on Awards - Certificates and Metals. An artist will
be chosen to design a symbol to be used for the event and also on the
certificate. This committee decided to put a quotation on the certificate.
Ideas for the quote were read to the Commission members. The Commission was
in agreement that the committee should decide which quote to use.
Amed~l will not be given to award winners. The committee will decide if
a silkscreen of th~ l~go will be put on a certificate to be given to award
wi nne.rs.
Suzanne Kurth reported that 1200 invitations will be sent.
The Publicity Committee, chaired by Jane Dunlap, will meet Monday, October 6.
Jackie McInni's w·ill be chairing the Evaluation Committee.
The Chair of the Commission stated that the Chancellor's Newsletter should
include the Nomination Form.
Th.e meeti.ng adjourned at 1: 30.
Submitted by,
"-1/"\ "n ~,~~
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~1i che11 e Long <-,~
Graduate Assistant
Commission for Women
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The regular monthly meeting of the Commission for Women was held on November 6,
1980 at 12:00 noon in Room 218 of the University Center. Members present
were: Chairperson, Madge Phillips, Susan Hadley, Monique Anderson, Jackie
McInnis, Kathy Thelen, Suzanne Kurth, Cheryl Travis, Edith Szathmary, Thomasenia
Robinson, Gail Clay, Claudine Clevenger, Rosann Spiro, Priscilla White, Susan
Becker, and Phil Hamlin. Members absent were: Martha Black, Gail Disney,
Lee Humphreys, Jane Redmond, Jamesena Miller, and Marvelene Moore. Guests
present were: Gloria Ray, Claudia Woody, Philip Scheurer, and C.W. Minkel.
The correction to the October 2 minutes (addition of Marvelene Moore) was
announced.
Old Business
The Chair announced that the Senate Faculty Affairs Committee has appointed
Gail Disney to replace Susan Becker.
The announcement was made by the Chair that the interview format for the
part-time faculty is complete.
The Chair also reminded the Commission members of the Open Forum on November
19. She asked that the fliers which were sent to the members be posted. The
Chair also asked the members to attend the Forum.
Report From Chairperson
The Chair announced that she had met with Luke Ebersole regarding lighting.
The survey has been completed. Susan Hadley, Jane Redmond, and Gail Clay
have been 'contacted to obtain the names of students to serve on the committee.
Support for increased lighting on campus has also been shown by Chief of
Police Griffin.
The Chair expressed concern that there were no student members on the
Commission. Phil Scheurer responded that the Student Government Office
was responsible for making those appointments. (Since the meeting, names
of student members have been received and they have been invited to future
meetings.)
The Chair thanked Dean for his support of the "Women of Achievement ll Recog-
nition NightGl
Visitors
Phil Scheurer, Dean of Student Activities, updated the Commission on the
vacancy of the Program Advisor position in the Women's Center since the
resignation of Marilyn Kento
He informed the Commission that the original plan for the Women's Center
was much more grand than it is now. The Student Activities Office got involved
in the middle of the planning and proposed something djfferent than the original
plan. The Women's Center is far mor~ limited in scope than the Commission would
probably prefer. The plan for the Womenls Center was to provide a highly
visible place in an already existing organization (Program Office). The
Women's Center was to be involved in women's issues only as they concerned
students. It was to be a par~ of the Central Program Council and be committed
to the needs of women students~ The Women's Center was funded through the
Student Affairs budget and Student Activities Fee. Dean Scheurer said that
he foresaw three objectives of the Women's Center. 1) to broaden its base
2) to focus on involving more, groups and 3) to establish an advisory group
for the Women's Coordinating Council. He asked for help from the Commission
in establishing the Advisory Board.
Dean Scheurer suggested that the Commission submit creative suggestions for ways
to spend extra dollars in the Women's Center. The Chair suggested speakers
on campus. Susan Becker suggested periodicals which the library can1t get.
Dean Scheurer also suggested that Women1s Studies compile a list of needed
materials.
Gloria Ray added that Dean Scheurer has also helped with Women's Athletics.
The Chair announced that Dean Minkel of the Graduate Office has sent information
to the Commission regarding female graduate students. The note was also
made by the Chair that the Graduate Office has a strong commitment to Affirmative
Action.
Dean Minkel relayed concerns of the Graduate School. 1) He expressed the
need for accurate data over a period of time. The number of men and women
in Graduate School is not equal. He noted that in the last calendar year
there were more women graduates than men at the masterls level, but the
women represented the traditional fields. Minkel expressed the need to
look at the individual disciplines. 2) The compiled data needs to be
reviewed on a regular and periodic basis to determine trends. 3) Questions
need,to b~ raised in order to determine problems which need attention. Dean
Minkel expressed the importance of the representative from each department
serving as a liaison with the Graduate School. 4) The Graduate School ;s
concerned with recruitment and admission processes. 5) The concern for
financial support for students was noted. Dean Minkel said that there were
very few fellowships available. A little money is available in the Hilton
Smith Fellowship. A special concern for financial assistance for Re-Entry
women was expressed.
Suzanne Kurth noted that the NSF had changed its focus on financial aid.
It is now geared more towards Re-Entry women. Suzanne stated that the
reports are available if anyone is interested in them.
Susan Becker asked Dean Minkel what was meant by the letter sent to Faculty
concerning research money. Minkel replied that the letter relayed a 10ng-
term general policy, not an immediate change.
New Business
The Chair passed out copies of a letter from the ~nivers;ty of ,Minnesota
concerning the merger of menis and women's athlet1cse She remarked-that there
needs to be an awareness that another point of view on the merger exists, but
with the understanding that the Commission is not lobbying for either position.
Gloria Ray, Director of Women1s Athletics, said that the opinion varies
regarding the merger. She noted that the NCAA will vote on the proposal
in January. Gloria stated the advantages of a merger: 1) increased financial
support 2) standardization of policy regarding male and female athletes and
3) a better TV package. Glorip expressed the need to look at other alternatives
to the AIAW and NCAA.
The Chair expressed the concern over tax shelter annuities provided by the
University. Women cannot contribute the same amount as men. Gail Clay
remarked that the Senate Fringe Benefits Committee meets Monday, November 10
and that they will address this subject. The suggestion was made that the
Commission send a letter asking for the rationale of this program.




NEXT MEETING: Thursday, December 4, 1980 in the University Center in
rooms 221-222.




The regular monthly meeting of the Commission for Women was held on December
4 at 12:00 noon in the University Center in rooms 226-227. Members present were:
Chairperson, Madge Phillips, Cheryl Travis, Priscilla White, J'ackie McInnis,
Monique Anderson, Kathy Thelen, Edith Szathmary, Mar:ty Black, Thomasenia Rob'inso'n,
Suzanne Kurth, Rosann Spiro, Phi·' Hamlin, Jamesena Miller, Marvelene Moore,
Claudine Clevenger, Betsey Creekmore, and Luke Ebersole. Members absent were:
Susan Becker, Gail Clay, Gail Disney', Susan Hadley, Lee Humphreys, and Jane Redmond.
Guests were: Chancellor Jack 'Reese and Jane Dunlap.
The meet; ng began wi th the Chai r readi n9 1ett.ers of thanks regard; ng the
"Women of Achi"evement" Recognition Night. She thanked the Chancellor for
supporting the event and coming to the meeting.
The Chancellor passed out certificates to all CFW members. He said that
he felt as if the event was a success and that he appreciated the work of the
Commission members.
The Chair reported for Gail Disney that the part-time faculty questionnaires
have be~n completed and will be sent out. Gail Disney has been working with the
Faculty Senate regarding this matter.
Chancellor Reese also passed out copies of his responses. to the recommendations
of the 1979-80 Commission. A discussion ensued concerning these responses.
Cheryl Travis asked about faculty exit interviews. The Chancellor said that
Dr. Herndon will be responsible for faculty exit interviews. Affirmative Action
only deals with problem areas. Interviews are kept in the Personnel Office •
. A question of the grievance procedure for exempt people arose. The Chancellor
said that the procedure had been in the Beacon, but that people probably needed
to be reminded again.
There was a question regarding sexual harassment. The Chancellor said that
these cases should be handled by the Affi'rmative Action Office.
A question was raised about promotion and tenure. Rosann Spiro said that
she believes that there is a problem at the individual level. She believes that
the individual is not aware of the process Qr deadlines. Ros:ann sai'd ·that there
needs to be adequate time tb prepare materials for promotion and tenure. Various
members said that they felt a discussion of tenure and promotion· between the
Department Head and the faculty member should take place during the evaluation
session.
A discussion about the future of Women's Athletics took place. The Chancellor
said that he feels good about the progress in the past five years. However, he
has concern for the next 5-10 years. The concerns include: cost, funding, and
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willingness Of the institution to change. Chancellor Reese feels that the only
alternative to maintaining the present level of Women's Athletics is to increase
the program services fee.
The Chancellor invited the CFW members to attend an Open Session in January
regarding University funding. There will be a chance to understand the University
budgetary procedure.
~
Suzanne Kurth asked how the Universi ty was do; ng regard; ng· women 1,n admi n-
istrative positions. The Chancellor said that we are ~ot doing as well as he '
would like. He said tha't he is looking over the pool of candidates before any
administrative position is filled. .
Betsey Creekmore informed the Commission that there has been a change in
the title of a number of women on campus in order to better reflect' their job
duties. She said that this may appear on a print-out to be a sig'hificant
increase in women in administrative positions, but actually it is a change in
job title.
A question was raised about the focus of the University. The Chancellor.
said that in the future he would like for the University to serve less students
with the same number of faculty. He would like to concentrate more on quality.
The Chancellor does not foresee faculty enrollment declining.
The Chair said: that she was pleased to see that the University had sent out
car ~ooling questionnaires~ The Chancellor said that he felt as if the flex-time
posi'.tions would help to alleviate some of the Expo traffic problems .. He also
said that he would like to see more flex-year positions.
The question was raised about the pos:sibility of using the money gained
from eliminated positi~ns during the reclassification process to supplement
the salary of other workers in the office. The Chancellor feels that this is
an option.
A question was asked about the AAUP model for salary evaluations. Betsey
Creekmore responded that the summarization of the models which were compared
were included in the "Responses" that the Chancellor handed out.
The Chair informed the Commission that there were 25-30 people at the Open
Forum held on November 19 in the University Center. A question was raised
at the Forum regarding the availability of inequity money. An attempt was made
by the Administration to distinguish between equity money and the yearly increase
in salary. It was suggested that one way to distinguish would be the dates
on which the money was received.
The Chancellor commented that a major concern had been to find space for'
Women's Studies. He reported that space was now available in Alumni Hall.
Hopefully, in a yearls time more space will be available.
The Chancellor also stated that he was sorry that no solution could be found
f~r the c·hi 1d care problem on campus ..
Priscilla White will subrnit a report on child care at the next CFW meeting.
Marty Black made the con~ment that in th.e future the Commission should remember
that their role ;s an advisory one.·
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The Chair informed the Commission that she will send copies to them of any
job vacancies that she receives.




NEXT MEETING: January 8 in the University Center room 218
